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Abstract. A regular semigroup (cf. [4, p. 38]) is a C0-semigroup T(·) that has an
extension as a holomorphic semigroup W (·) in the right halfplane �+, such that ||W (·)||
is bounded in the “unit rectangle” Q := (0, 1] × [−1, 1]. The important basic facts
about a regular semigroup T(·) are: (i) it possesses a boundary group U(·), defined as the
limit lims→0+ W (s + i·) in the strong operator topology; (ii) U(·) is a C0-group, whose
generator is iA, where A denotes the generator of T(·); and (iii) W (s + it) = T(s)U(t) for
all s + it ∈ �+ (cf. Theorems 17.9.1 and 17.9.2 in [3]). The following converse theorem is
proved here. Let A be the generator of a C0-semigroup T(·). If iA generates a C0-group,
U(·), then T(·) is a regular semigroup, and its holomorphic extension is given by (iii).
This result is related to (but not included in) known results of Engel (cf. Theorem II.4.6
in [2]), Liu [7] and the author [6] for holomorphic extensions into arbitrary sectors, of
C0-semigroups that are bounded in every proper subsector. The method of proof is also
different from the method used in these references. Criteria for generators of regular
semigroups follow as easy corollaries.
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1. Introduction. The study of boundary values of holomorphic semigroups
motivates the following definition.

DEFINITION 1.1 ( [4, p. 38]). A regular semigroup of operators on the Banach space
X is a C0-semigroup T(·) on X , that has an extension as a holomorphic semigroup
W (·) in the open halfplane �+ := {s + it; s > 0, t ∈ �} such that ||W (·)|| is bounded
in the “unit rectangle”

Q := {s + it; 0 < s ≤ 1, −1 ≤ t ≤ 1}. (1)

Recall that a holomorphic semigroup in the right halfplane is a function W (·) : �+ ∪
{0} → B(X) with the following properties:

(a) W (·) is holomorphic in �+;
(b) W (·) is strongly continuous at 0; and
(c) W (0) = I and W (z + w) = W (z)W (w) for all z, w ∈ �+.
A regular semigroup T(·) is characterized by the existence of a (unique)

holomorphic extension W (·) in �+, that possesses a boundary group U(·), defined
as the limit

U(t) := lim
s→0+

W (s + it) (t ∈ �) (2)

in the strong operator topology.
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The group U(·) is a C0-group commuting with W (·), and

W (s + it) = T(s)U(t) (s > 0; t ∈ �). (3)

Furthermore, if A denotes the (infinitesimal) generator of the regular semigroup T(·),
then iA is the generator of the associated boundary group U(·). Cf. [3, Theorems 17.9.1
and 17.9.2].

Conversely, we shall prove in Section 2 that if T(·) is a C0-semigroup, whose
generator A is such that iA generates a C0-group, U(·), then T(·) is a regular semigroup.
When this is the case, the unique holomorphic extension of T(·) to �+ is given by (3).

As a consequence, we obtain conditions on an operator A that are necessary and
sufficient for it to be the generator of a regular semigroup.

For convenience, we use [5] as a reference for needed facts about semigroups.
We wish to thank the referee for his useful suggestions (especially for the remark

following Theorem 2.1 and a simplification of the proof of Corollary 3.6).

2. Characterization of regular semigroups.

THEOREM 2.1. Let T(·) be a C0-semigroup, and let A be its generator. Then T(·) is
a regular semigroup if and only if iA is the generator of a C0-group, U(·). In this case,
the (unique) holomorphic extension of T(·) to �+ is given by W (s + it) = T(s)U(t),
(s > 0; t ∈ �).

(The associated boundary group is necessarily U(·).)
This result is not contained in [2, Theorem II.4.6], that concerns the holomorphic

extension into a sector of a bounded C0-semigroup, that is bounded in each proper
subsector (cf. [2, Definition II.4.5]). Note the equivalent Condition (e) in [2, Theo-
rem II.4.6] (“A is sectorial”), that includes in particular the requirement that the
resolvent set of A contains a sector of half opening strictly greater than π/2 (cf. [2,
Definition II.4.1]), while no such requirement is made here.

Proof. We discussed the necessity part in Section 1. To prove the sufficiency part,
suppose that iA generates a C0-group U(·). By [5, Theorem 1.1] applied to the C0-
semigroups {T(t); t ≥ 0}, {U(t); t ≥ 0}, and {U(−t; t ≥ 0}, there exist constants a, b ≥ 0
and M, N ≥ 1 such that

||T(s)|| ≤ M eas; ||U(t)|| ≤ N eb|t| (s ≥ 0; t ∈ �). (4)

We define W (·) on �+ by (3).
Fix x in the domain D(A) of A, and consider the X-valued function on �+

g(s + it) := W (s + it)Ax = T(s)U(t)Ax = T(s)AU(t)x (s > 0; t ∈ �). (5)

(Cf. [5, Theorem 1.2].)
Observe that g is strongly continuous in �+, because if s + it, s′ + it′ ∈ �+, then

||g(s + it) − g(s′ + it′)|| ≤ ||[T(s) − T(s′)] [U(t)Ax]|| + ||T(s′)[U(t) − U(t′)] Ax||
≤ ||[T(s) − T(s′)] [U(t)Ax]|| + Meas′ ||[U(t) − U(t′)] Ax|| → 0

when s′ + it′ → s + it, by (4) and the strong continuity of T(·) and U(·) (cf. [5, Theo-
rem 1.1]).
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Next, since A generates T(·) and iA generates U(·), it follows from the definition
(3) of W (·) and [5, Theorem 1.2] that for all s + it ∈ �+

∂

∂s
W (s + it)x = T(s)AU(t)x = −iT(s)(iA)U(t)x = −i

∂

∂t
W (s + it)x. (6)

Thus, for each x ∈ D(A) and x∗ ∈ X∗, the complex valued function x∗W (·)x satisfies the
Cauchy-Riemann equation and has continuous partial derivatives (by our observation
on the function g) in �+. Therefore, by (the classical) Theorem 11.2 in [8], x∗W (·)x is
holomorphic in �+ for all x ∈ D(A) and x∗ ∈ X∗.

Fix x∗ ∈ X∗, and let 0 	= x ∈ X be arbitrary. Since D(A) is dense in X (cf. [5,
Theorem 1.2]), we may choose a sequence {xn} ⊂ D(A) such that xn → x in X and
||xn|| ≤ 2 ||x|| for all n ∈ �.

Let H be any compact subset of �+, and set

σ = σ (H) := max
z∈H

�z; τ = τ (H) := max
z∈H

|�z|. (7)

Then for all s + it ∈ H and n ∈ �,

|x∗W (s + it)xn| ≤ 2M N eaσ+bτ ||x∗|| ||x||,

that is, {x∗W (·)xn; n ∈ �} is a family of holomorphic functions in �+, uniformly
bounded on each compact subset of �+. It is therefore a normal family (cf. [8, Theo-
rem 14.6]). Let then {x∗W (·)xnk} be a subsequence converging uniformly on compact
subsets of �+. The limit function, x∗W (·)x, is then holomorphic in �+ (cf. [8, Theo-
rem 10.27])). Since this is true for all x ∈ X and x∗ ∈ X∗, it follows from [3, Theo-
rem 3.10.1] that the operator valued function W (·) is holomorphic in �+. For all s > 0,
we have W (s) = T(s)U(0) = T(s) (by definition), so that W (·) is indeed a holomorphic
extension of T(·) to �+.

For any w = u + iv with u > 0 and v ∈ �, the functions W (·)W (w) and W (· + w)
are holomorphic in �+ and agree on (0,∞), since for all s > 0,

W (s)W (w) = T(s)T(u)U(v) = T(s + u)U(v) = W (s + u + iv) = W (s + w).

Therefore W (z)W (w) = W (z + w) for all z, w ∈ �+.
The strong continuity at 0 of W (·) follows from (4) and the C0-property of T(·)

and U(·). Indeed, for all x ∈ X , s > 0, and t ∈ �, we have

||W (s + it)x − x|| ≤ ||T(s)[U(t)x − x]|| + ||T(s)x − x||
≤ M eas||U(t)x − x|| + ||T(s)x − x|| → 0

as s → 0+ and t → 0.
We conclude that W (·) is a holomorphic semigroup extending T(·) to �+. It is

clearly bounded on the “unit rectangle” Q , since by (3) and (4), for all z = s + it ∈ Q,

||W (z)|| ≤ ||T(s)|| ||U(t)|| ≤ M N ea+b < ∞.

This shows that T(·) is indeed a regular semigroup (with the said extension ). �
REMARK. The normal family argument in the proof could be replaced by an application
of Morera’s theorem. Indeed, fix x ∈ X , x∗ ∈ X∗, and let xn ∈ D(A) be such that
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xn → x. Then x∗W (·)xn are holomorphic in �+ (by the first part of the proof, since
xn ∈ D(A)), and x∗W (·)xn → x∗W (·)x pointwise. Let H be any triangular path in �+,
and let σ = σ (H) and τ = τ (H) as in (7). Then

||x∗W (·)x|| ≤ MN eaσ+bτ ||x∗|| ||x||

on H. By dominated convergence and analyticity of x∗W (·)xn in �+,
∫

H
x∗W (z)x dz = lim

n

∫
H

x∗W (z)xn dz = 0.

As in the argument showing the continuity of g in the proof above, it follows from (4)
and the C0 property of T(·) and U(·) that x∗W (·)x is continuous in �+, and Morera’s
theorem now implies its analyticity, as desired.

The theorem may be restated as a solution of the extension problem of a given
C0-group U(·) to a holomorphic semigroup in �+, whose boundary group is the group
U(·). (Cf. [3, Theorem 17.10.1] for a more technical solution).

THEOREM 2.2. Let U(·) be a C0-group, and let iA be its generator. Then U(·) is
the boundary group associated with a regular semigroup if and only if A generates a
C0-semigroup, T(·).

In this case, T(·) is the unique regular semigroup with associated boundary group
U(·), and the unique holomorphic extension of U(·) to �+ is given by (3).

3. Characterization of generators of regular semigroups. The characterization of
a regular semigroup provided by Theorem 2.1, combined with various versions of
the Hille-Yosida theorem (cf. [5, Theorem 1.17 and Corollary 1.18]), yield easily to
characterizations of generators of regular semigroups.

COROLLARY 3.1. Let A be an operator on X with domain D(A). Then A generates a
regular semigroup if and only if the following conditions (a)–(c) are satisfied:

(a) D(A) is dense in X;
(b) the resolvent set of A contains the rays (a,∞) and ±i(b,∞), for some a, b ≥ 0;
(c) sups>a; n∈� ||[(s − a)R(s; A)]n|| < ∞; and supt>b; n∈� ||[(t − b)R((±it; A)]n|| <

∞.

Proof. If A generates a regular semigroup, then iA generates a C0-group, and
conditions (a)–(c) follow from the necessity part of the Hille-Yosida theorem for the
generators A and iA and the relation

R(λ; iA) = −iR(−iλ; A). (8)

Conversely, suppose A satisfies Conditions (a)–(c). Since A has a non-empty resolvent
set (by (b)), it is a closed operator. Therefore, by (a), (b), and the first condition in
(c), it follows from the Hille-Yosida theorem ([5, Theorem 1.17]) that A generates a
C0-semigroup. By (8), the second condition in (c) may be written in the form

sup
t>b; n∈�

||(t − b)R(±t; iA)]n|| < ∞.
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Together with (a) and (b), this implies that iA generates a C0-group (cf. [5, Theo-
rem 1.39]). By Theorem 2.1, we conclude that A generates a regular semigroup. �

COROLLARY 3.2. Let T(·) be a C0-semigroup of contractions, and let A be its
generator. Then T(·) extends to a holomorphic semigroup of contractions in �+ if and
only if iA generates a C0-group of contractions.

(As observed before, since A is not necessarily “sectorial”, this corollary
does not follow from [2, Theorem II.4.6]; cf. Condition (e) in this theorem and
[2, Definition II.4.1].)

The sufficient (and necessary) condition in Corollary 3.2 should be compared to
the condition given in [5, Theorem 1.54] (see also [6]). There, in the general case of
holomorphic extensions to arbitrary sectors

Sθ := {z = reiφ ; r > 0, −θ < φ < θ}

with 0 < θ ≤ π/2, the (necessary and) sufficient condition is that eiαA generate a
C0-semigroup of contractions for all α ∈ (−θ, θ ). Here, in the particular case of
holomorphic extension to the right halfplane (case θ = π/2), we obtained the preceding
(necessary and) sufficient condition involving only the endpoint values α = ±π/2
(namely, that ±iA generate C0-semigroups of contractions).

In Liu [7], A is even assumed to have a bounded everywhere defined inverse, a
condition that is not needed here.

Proof. If T(·) extends to a holomorphic semigroup of contractions in �+, it is
trivially regular, and therefore iA generates the associated boundary group, that is
necessarily a C0-group of contractions. Conversely, if iA generates a C0-group of
contractions U(·), then by Theorem 2.1, T(·) is regular, and its unique extension
as a holomorphic semigroup in �+ is W (s + it) = T(s)U(t), that consists clearly of
contractions. �

COROLLARY 3.3. The operator A generates a holomorphic contraction semigroup in
�+ if and only if the following conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied:

(a) D(A) is dense in X;
(b) sR(s; A) and tR(± it; A) exist and are contractions for all s, t > 0.

Proof. This follows from [5, Corollary 1.18], Corollary 3.2, and (8). �
The next two corollaries deal with perturbations of regular semigroups generators.

They follow almost trivially from Theorem 2.1 and known perturbation theorems for
C0-semigroups, but do not seem to be found in the literature.

COROLLARY 3.4. Let A generate a regular semigroup, and let B ∈ B(X). Then A + B
generates a regular semigroup.

Proof. By a special case of the Hille-Phillips perturbation theorem (cf. [5, Theo-
rem 1.38]) and the necessity part of Theorem 2.1, the perturbations A + B and i(A +
B) = (iA) + (iB) generate a C0-semigroup and a C0-group respectively. Therefore A + B
generates a regular semigroup, by the sufficiency part of Theorem 2.1. �
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In the special case when A generates a holomorphic C0-semigroup of contractions
in �+ (that is, a C0-semigroup of contractions T(·) on [0,∞) that extends to a
holomorphic semigroup of contractions W (·) in �+), we may apply [5, Theorem 1.30]
to get the following perturbation result. Recall that the numerical range of an operator
B is the set

ν(B) := {x∗Bx; x ∈ D(B), x∗ ∈ X∗, ||x|| = ||x∗|| = x∗x = 1}.

COROLLARY 3.5. Let A generate a holomorphic C0-semigroup of contractions in �+.
Let B be an operator satisfying the following conditions (a) and (b):

(a) ν(B) ⊂ (−∞, 0];
(b) D(A) ⊂ D(B) and there exist constants 0 ≤ a < 1 and b ≥ 0 such that

||Bx|| ≤ a ||Ax|| + b ||x||
for all x ∈ D(A).

Then A + B generates a holomorphic C0-semigroup of contractions in �+.

Proof. By [5, Theorem 1.30], A + B generates a C0-semigroup of contractions. By
Corollary 3.2, ±iA generate C0-semigroups of contractions. By Condition (a),

�ν(±iB) = ∓�ν(B) = 0,

and therefore iB and −iB are trivially dissipative. They are also iA-bounded and −iA-
bounded (respectively), with iA-bound (−iA-bound, respectively) smaller than 1 (by
Condition (b)). Consequently, by [5, Theorem 1.30], the operators i(A + B) and −i(A +
B) generate C0-semigroups of contractions. We now conclude from Corollary 3.2 that
A + B generates a holomorphic C0-semigroup of contractions. �

Our last corollary gives a growth estimate of a regular semigroup T(·) in terms of
any fixed value of the norm ||T(c)|| (the result may be new).

COROLLARY 3.6. Let T(·) be a regular semigroup. Let U(·) be its boundary group,
and let b ≥ 0 and N ≥ 1 be constants such that ||U(t)|| ≤ N eb|t| for all t ∈ � (cf. (4)).
Fix c > 0. Then

||T(s)|| ≤ N ebc/2||T(c)||s/c

for all s > 0.

Proof. It suffices to prove the estimate for c = 1, since the general case follows from
this special case applied to the regular semigroup T ′(s) := T(cs). Since the estimate
is trivial for s ∈ � (if s = n ∈ �, then ||T(s)|| = ||T(1)n|| ≤ ||T(1)||n ≤ N eb/2||T(1)||s,
since N ≥ 1 and b ≥ 0), it suffices to consider non-integral s > 0. This will follow in
turn from the special case 0 < s < 1, because writing s = n + t with n a non-negative
integer and 0 < t < 1, we get (from the said special case)

||T(s)|| = ||T(1)nT(t)|| ≤ ||T(1)||n||T(t)||
≤ N eb/2||T(1)||t||T(1)||n = N eb/2||T(1)||s.

By Theorem 2.1, the holomorphic extension of T(·) to �+ is given by W (s + it) =
T(s)U(t). Consider the operator-valued continuous function 
(z) = ebz2

W (z) on �+.
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It is holomorphic in �+, and

||
(s + it)|| = eb(s2−t2)||T(s)U(t)|| ≤ N exp(b[s2 − t2 + |t|]) ||T(s)||
≤ N exp(b[s2 + 1/4]) ||T(s)|| (9)

(because −t2 + |t| = |t|(1 − |t|) ≤ 1/4). By (9), 
 is bounded in the vertical strip
{s + it; 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, t ∈ �}. Also, for all t ∈ �,

||
(it)|| ≤ N eb/4; ||
(1 + it)|| ≤ N eb(1+1/4) ||T(1)||. (10)

If s ∈ (0, 1), write s as the convex combination s = p.0 + (1 − p).1 = 1 − p with p ∈
(0, 1). By the “Three Lines theorem” for operator-valued holomorphic functions (cf.
[1, Theorem VI.10.3]), it follows from (10) that for all s ∈ (0, 1) and t ∈ �,

||
(s + it)|| ≤ N eb/4 ebs||T(1)||s.
Taking t = 0, it follows from (9) that for all s ∈ (0, 1)

||T(s)|| ≤ N eb/4ebs(1−s)||T(1)||s ≤ N eb/2||T(1)||s

(because s(1 − s) ≤ 1/4 for s ∈ (0, 1)). �
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